ECONOMIC RUIN FEARED IN EUROPE

Franco-German Political Duel for Supremacy Has Ominous Background.

Located Five Floor Pages

SECOND PAGE

Engaged to British Heir

Miss Powell is Home-to-Be.

SECRET PETITION LAID TO 'POLITICS'

Montgomery Official Seeks Attempt to Destroy Country's Credit.
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HORSE RUNS WILD AMID SHOW CROWD

Girl and Mount Knocked Over Before Middleburg Animal Is Slaughtered.

INDUSTRIAL SHOW WILL OPEN TONIGHT

Arrangements Completed for Exhibition at Cincinnati—21,000 Exhibits.

HOVER GETS WAGE PLEA

Mummers' Organizers in Court for Wage Law

JACOBE KEEPS IT UP

Mr. Justice Near to be Named Judge of Circuit Court.

FOUR SHOE FABRICS

In search of smart summer occupations

$29.75 becomes forty dollars in Grosner's Semi-Annual Clearance.

Entire Stock of $40 Kuppenheimer and Grosner Suits reduced to $29.75

OTHER GROUPS IN PROPORTION

Our Regular $2.50 $1.45 SHIRTS reduced to

The New Jelleffs

Our recent $5 hat sale broke all records in the history of our Millinery Shop. So great was the response that we were unable to supply the demand for large balibunts, large panamas and large rough braids at this price.

Now—for Friday—We Offer

Extremely Large BALIBUNTS

Extremely Large GENUINE PANAMAS

Extremely Large ROUGH BRAIDS

$5

Jelleff's Millinery Shop—First Floor
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